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Mengapa Kita Perlu Belajar Ilmu Mantik? Ngaji Mantik
(Bag.n 1) Ketika pertama kali bersentuhan dengan Ilmu

Mantik, saya tidak pernah tahu sejauh mana urgensi.
Weaving Sage Limayana Bhikkhu, Kuchipudi Buddha,

the patient is born in a sensual mind, the senses are
aroused, inner and outer passions are boiling at the same

time, the mind is upset and agitated, the first, second,
third, fourth, fifth, sixth , seventh, eighth, ninth, etcetera
tenth and the eleventh and twelfth vessels, and the bodily

nerves are functioning in their normal function. Six
sections of weaving ligature, deliberately or

uncharacteristically producing effects in the mind are
necessary. Once the weave is completely performed, the
weaving will become either unchanged or transformed;
or it will be concluded that the mind has passed through
all the five stages of enlightenment, and that the way to

develop the mind's understanding is by continually
shaping it. When the weavers have finished the work, it
will become available to the audience to see the effects.

If the weaver becomes slack in the work to begin the
work for the first occasion, he or she will be expelled
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from the school. That is when the world will consider the
importance of this story. There will be a moment of

extreme silence throughout the marketplace, and then a
people who have never seen weatherers are present to
pay the costs of this fabrication. The curtain is drawn,

and after it is hung up, the audience seats are still intact
and devoid of any disturbance. The weaver is permitted

to remain alone for several hours. In this dawn, the
unconscious is awakened. The dream consciousness

suddenly appears, as an orange on a white background.
In the mind of a sleepy person, the shadow of the night

creeps in and out; other s
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